
Loc 30 LED Extrusion Profile - Corner
LOC-30 Surface 1m LED Tape Extrusion Profile Corner Kit
Aluminium 1000mm

LOC-30 ALU1.0M LTK RKIT

Aluminium 1000mm

Quicklink: Q3F37

General

Colour Aluminium

Construction Aluminium / Plastic

Dimensions

Depth 26mm

Length 1m

Width 52mm

LOC-30 angle extrusion profile is designed to be mounted in places where surfaces are

connected at right angles e.g. under kitchen cabinets - at the junction of the wall surface

and the bottom of the cabinets, under shelves, in the corner formed by the contact of the

wall and the frame of the display window, etc. LOC-30 profile consists of the set of two

extrusion: LIPAC-30 mounting extrusion and OPAC-30 extrusion/fixture for LED. 

The LOC 30 Surface Extrusion Profile is for construction of fixtures illuminating at a

30-degree angle. It is used for placing in internal 90° corners (cabinet - wall, ceiling - wall,

wall - wall, etc.) 

The LOC 30 Surface Extrusion comes in 1m lengths and is used to house our LED Tape,

which keeps the tapelight safe and out of the way.

Parts Required

Extrusions

As many lengths of extrusion can be used as is desired. As many 1m pieces can be

positioned end to end with each other to make an unlimited distance.

Endcap

Endcaps are required to seal each end of sets of extrusions being used. It is positioned on

the end of the first and last extrusion in the circuit and is used to stop dust from and

moisture from interfering with the electrical components, 1 left and 1 right sided endcap

are required for each line of extrusions.

Diffuser

A diffuser is used to give the light a more even blend. Simply purchase the same amount of

diffusers as you did with extrusions.

Clips

Four Teknik Clips are required per meter of extrusion, to clip together the two

components.

Will fit any LED tape with a width going up to 22mm.

Product Installation Video
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